
Empowering Intelligence-Driven Organizations

Organizations across the agri-food value chain are trying
to thrive in an increasingly dynamic, global economy with
fluctuating regulations, evolving technology, and changing
consumer demands. At the same time the sheer volume
and complexity of data and information available at our
fingertips and splashed across news feeds is making it
harder for leaders to connect the dots and understand
what’s truth and what’s noise.
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About Aimpoint Research

Expert Speaking & Facilitation

Several members of our team are
professional speakers and facilitators with
availability for conferences and meeting
engagements on a wide variety of topics. 

Contact Brice Civiello at
BriceCiviello@AimpointResearch.com
to inquire about availability.

Aimpoint Research® is a global strategic intelligence firm specializing in agri-food. We provide a
unique blend of military intelligence techniques and cutting-edge market research capabilities to
help leaders and organizations understand what's really happening in the marketplace, what's
going to happen in the future, and what to do to ensure success.

Founded and led by former U.S. Army Intelligence Officers, experienced research professionals
and agricultural experts, our team is driven by the core belief that the success of the agri-food
system is essential to national security.



Scott Caine
President
Aimpoint Research

As President of Aimpoint Research, Scott leads
the organization in its mission to empower
intelligence-driven organizations and give clients a
competitive advantage. He's responsible for
successfully achieving organizational goals
including superior intelligence and operational
excellence.

Signature Presentations
Farmer of the Future

Food Power

Next Gen Consumer

Ag Trends

Agri-Food Resiliency Planning

Topic-Specific Intel Briefings
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Scott is a tenured leader with more than 25 years of organizational leadership experience. He
has served in organizations ranging from the United States Army, to small boutique data
warehousing consulting firms and large enterprises with diverse roles including Marketing,
Operation, Business Systems and Sales. 

Through these experiences he has honed and gained a diverse set of skills including: strategic
and sector operations; marketing, marketing research and competitive intelligence; enterprise
planning and organizational development; business modeling and strategy; product development
and delivery; and strategic business sales.


